
      Year 3 Homework Menu - Autumn Term 2021 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                   
                    
            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths 

Ask your teacher for a 

times table square. How 

long did it take you to 

complete it? 

 

Challenge:  Spend 30 

minutes of times tables 

rock stars! (details will 

come soon) 

   

Reading 

 

Write a book review for 

your favourite book. 

 

Challenge: Can you rewrite 

the blurb? 

Maths 

 

Pick 10 3 digit numbers 

and draw a part-whole 

model for each one. 

 

 

Challenge: Draw deins 

blocks for your numbers. 

Writing 

 

Write a re-telling of your 

favourite story!  

Remember to include lots 

of adjectives. 

 

Challenge: Can you think 

of an alternative ending? 

Writing  

 

Write a detailed setting 

description remember to 

include similes. 

 

Challenge: Can you draw a 

picture to go with it? 
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Experience 

 

Visit a coast with your 

family. Write a diary 

entry about your day. 

 

Challenge: Write a list 

of the features of a 

coast you spotted! 

PSHE 

What do you want to be 

when you are older? Find 

out about the job and 

what you need to achieve 

it. 

Challenge: Ask a grown up 

at home what they wanted 

to be as a child. 

PE 
 

Make up your own warm up 

game and write a 

instructions. 

 

Challenge: Do your warm 

up! 

Art/DT 

Using a mirror, draw a 

self-portrait. Try to make 

it interesting by adding 

colour. 

 

Challenge: Can you write 

expanded noun phrases 

around your portrait to 

describe yourself? 

 

Geography  

 

Research a famous 

coastline. Write a 

information booklet to 

advertise it.  

 

Challenge: Design your 

own coastline.  
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Bronze Award = 10 + 4 challenges        Silver Award = 10 + 6 challenge       Gold Award = 10 + 8 challenge  Platinum Award = 10 + 10 challenges  

 


